NON-FICTION:
Hidden wildlife: How Animals
Hide in Plain Sight
By Jim Arnosky
J 591.472 ARN
Featuring five large gatefolds,
this stunning book covers a wide
variety of mammals, birds, insects, and sea
creatures, and also offers kids advice on becoming better at spying animals out in
the wild.
My First Book of Lacrosse
By Beth Bugler
J 796.362 BUG
Presents simple facts
about lacrosse including
equipment, rules, goalkeeping, and defending.
A Leap for Legadema: The
True Story of a Little Leopard in a Big World
by Beverly Joubert
J 599.755 JOU
Legadema soon learns from
her mother that the path to adulthood isn't
always easy. She learns from experience,
like when she encounters a hungry pride of
lions.

Vincent Can’t Sleep: Van Gogh
Paints the Night Sky
By Barb Rosenstock, illus. by
Mary Grandpre
J BIO GOGH
Van Gogh's insomnia allows him to view the
night sky while everyone else is asleep and
influences how he sees the world around
him.
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Strong as Sandow: How
Eugen Sandow Became the
Strongest Man on Earth
By Don Tate
J BIO SANDOW
Friedrich Müller was a puny weakling who
longed to be athletic and strong.. As a
young man, he found himself under the tutelage of a professional body builder. He
changed his name to Eugen Sandow and
got bigger and stronger.
Water
By Subhash Vyam
J 398.209 VYA
After migrating to the city and
seeing its immense water
needs, the author uses an ancient fable to build a case for making a
mindful pact with the natural world in order
for all to survive with dignity.
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FICTION:
Noodleheads
by Tedd Arnold
J GN ARNOLD
Brothers Mac and
Mac Noodlehead exasperate Uncle Ziti, are fooled by their friend
Meatball .
Pass the Ball, Mo
by David Adler, illus. by Sam Ricks
READER 1 ADLER
With the big game coming up, Mo
Jackson, the shortest member
of the basketball team, is determined to
learn how to pass the ball in time to help his
team win.
Life on Mars
by Jon Agee
J E AGEE
A young astronaut is trying to
find life on Mars, but he's made a very big
oversight
Crown: An Ode to the Fresh
Cut
by Derrick Barnes, illus. by Gordon James
J E BARNES
A young boy gets a fresh haircut. A trip to
the barbershop changes the way he feels
about the world and in turn how the world
perceives him.

Eugenia Lincoln and the Unexpected Package
by Kate DiCamillo
J FIC DICAMILLO
When an unexpected package
containing an accordion arrives, Eugenia Lincoln tries to get rid of the
instrument by selling it, destroying it, and
giving it away, but nothing works.
Snail and Worm Again
by Tina Kugler
J E KUGLER
In this silly sequel to Snail and
Worm, the dynamic duo are
back for more fun and giggles in three new
comic shorts brimming with quirky humor
and unflappable friendship.
Good Night Planet
by Liniers
J GN LINIER
After being played with all
day, Planet, a friendly stuffed animal, comes to life at night and goes on a
moonlit adventure with a dog and a mouse.
A Different Pond
by Bao Phi, illus. by Thi Bui
J E PHI
An unforgettable story about a
simple event, a long-ago fishing
trip. A powerful, honest glimpse into a relationship between father and son and between cultures, old and new.

Ballet Cat, Dance! Dance! Underpants!
By Bob Shea
READER 1 SHEA
Ballet Cat and her friend Butter
Bear have practiced a dance to perform for
an audience, but Butter Bear will need a lot
of encouragement to try the super high
leaps.
Only Fish in the Sea
By Phillip Christian Stead
J E STEAD
Sadie and Sherman set out to
rescue little Ellsworth, the goldfish Amy
Scott received for her birthday and threw
right into the ocean.
Charlie and Mouse
by Laurel Snyder, illus. by Emily Hughes
READER 3 SNYDER
Charlie and Mouse, two young
brothers, enjoy a day out together, attending
an imaginary party and collecting rocks.
When a Wolf is Hungry
by Christine Naumann-Villemin,
illus, by Kris DiGIacomo
J E VILLEMIN
When Edmond Bigsnout, a lone
wolf, sets out to satisfy his craving for a city
rabbit, his efforts are foiled by apartment
dwellers who think he is a new neighbor.

